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PRICES CONTROL ACT, 1948-1951.

Prices Control Order No. 685.
Cartage of Bricks and Tiles.

IN pursuance of the powers conferred upon me
by the Prices Control Regulations, 1949, I Con-
stantin Paul Mathea, Prices Control Commissioner,
hereby make the following Order:

Citation.
1. This Order may be cited as Prices Control

Order No. 685.

Revocation.
2. Prices Control Order No. 625 is hereby re-

voked. Prices Control Order No. 622, insofar as it
relates to the service of the cartage of tiles is
hereby revoked.

Maximum RatesCartage of Bricks and Tiles.
3. I fix and declare the maximum rate at which

any person may supply the service of transporting
bricks or tiles by road, including loading and un-
loading and stacking at the place of delivery, tobe

in respect of any distance not exceeding
five miles-1 17s. 6d. per thousand bricks
or tiles;
in respect of any distance exceeding five
miles, the sum of-

£1 17s. 6d., and
2s. 3d. for each mile in excess of
five miles, per thousand bricks or
tiles.

Provided that
(a) where any bricks are tipped and not

stacked at the place of delivery by the
person supplying such service, the rate
specified in subparagraphs 3 (a) and 3
(b) (i) shall be reduced by lOs. per 1,000
bricks;
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(b) where ahy period of waiting in excess of
30 minutes occurs to the vehicle and its
driver from the time of arrival at the
loading point to the time of commence-
ment of loading, and such period of wait-
ing is not due to any mechanical defect,
breakdown or accident to the vehicle or
due to any delay, fault or negligence on
the part of the driver of the vehicle, an
amount may be added to -the rate fixed
by the foregoing provisions of this Order
in respect of such period of waiting in
excess of 30 minutes, calculated at the
rate per hour specified in the Schedule to
this Order according to the type of vehicle
used;

(C) if it is impracticable or unsafe to operate
the vehicle employed in such transport
at or adjacent to the place of delivery
owing to the condition of the roadways,
streets, lanes or ground at or adjacent
thereto, then in respect of any period of
waiting in excess of 30 minutes resulting
to the vehicle and driver while suitable
tracks are being made at the requisite site
by the person or his agent to whom the
bricks or tiles are being delivered, an
amount may be added to the rate fixed
by the foregoing provisions of this Order
in respect of such period of waiting in
excess of 30 minutes, calculated at the
rate per hour specified in the Schedule,
according to the type of vehicle used.

Variation of Maximum Rates by Notice.
4. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of

this Order, I declare the maximum rate at which
the service of transporting bricks or tiles by road
specified in a notice in pursuance of this para-
graph may be supplied by any person to whom
such notice is given, to be such rate as is fixed
by the Commissioner by notice in writing to that
person.
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The Schedule.

In respect of vehicles licensed to carry up
to three tonsat the rate of

In respect of vehicles licensed to carry
over three tons and up to and includ-
ing five tonsat the rate of

In respect of vehicles licensed to carry
over five tons and up to and Includ-
ing seven tonsat the rate of

In respect of vehicles licensed to carry
over seven tons and up to and includ-
ing 10 tonsat the rate of

In respect of vehicles licensed to carry in
excess of 10 tonsat the rate of

Rate
per

Hour.
s. d.

10 0

12 6

20 0

Cement Tiles, Cement Ridgecaps, Cement Shell
Ends, Cement Apex Pieces and the Fixing and
Construction therefrom of Roofs for Buildings.

IN pursuance of the powers conferred upon me
by the Prices Control Regulations, 1949, I, Con-
stantin Paul Mathea, Prices Control Commissioner,
hereby make the following Order:

Citation.
This Order may be cited as Prices Control

Order No. 686.

Revocation.
Prices Control Order No. 607 is hereby re-

voked.

Definition.
In this Order, "Perth Metropolitan Area"

means all that area comprised within a radius
of 20 miles from the General Post Office at Perth.

Maximum PricesCement Tiles, Cement Ridge-
caps, Cement Shell Ends, Cement Apex Pieces.

I fix and declare the maximum price at which
any of the types or descriptions of cement tiles,
cement ridgecaps, cement shell ends and cement
apex pieces specified in the first column of the
First Schedule to this Order, and of the colours
specified in the second column of that Schedule
may be sold in the Perth Metropolitan Area by
any person to be the price set out in the third
column of the Schedule opposite to each such type
or description and colour.

Maximum RateSupply of the Service of Fixing
or Constructing Roofs from Cement Tiles,
Cement Ridgecaps, Cement Shell Ends and
Cement Apex Pieces.

I fix and declare the maximum rate at
which any person may supply the service of fixing
or constructing a roof from cement tiles, cement
ridgecaps, cement shell ends and cement apex
pieces of any colour, which are not supplied by
that person, for any building upon any building
site situated within the Perth Metropolitan Area,
to be 23s. 9d. per 100 square feet of roof. Provided
that the rate so specified shall include the nailing
of battens, the wiring or nailing of tiles and
the cementing of ridgecaps, apex pieces and shell
ends.

Maximum RatesSupply of Cement Tiles, Cement
Ridgecaps, Cement Shell Ends and Cement
Apex Pieces, and the Fixing or Construction
therefrom of Roofs.

I fix and declare the maximum rate at which
any person may supply the service of supplying
cement tiles, cement ridgecaps, cement shell ends
and cement apex pieces of any of the colours speci-
fied in the first column of the Second Schedule to
this Order and from such cement tiles, cement

ridgecaps, cement shell ends and cement apex
pieces, fixing or constructing a roof for any build-
ing upon any building site situated within the Perth
Metropolitan Area to be the rate specified in the
second column of such Schedule opposite such
colour set out in the first column of that Schedule.
Provided that the rate so specified shall include
the supply of all cement, battens, nails and wire
used in the fixing or constructing of any roof.

Delivery of Invoices or Dockets.
7. Any person who sells any cement tiles, cement

15 0 ridgecaps, cement shell ends or cement apex pieces
shall deliver with the cement tiles, cement ridge-
caps, cement shell ends or cement apex pieces an

17 6 invoice or docket specifying the following parti-
culars :-

His name and place of business.
The name and address of the purchaser
of the goods.
The date of sale of the goods.
A full description and quantity of each
item of goods sold.
The price charged for each item of goods
sold.
The total amount charged for each item
of goods sold.

Variation of Maximum Prices or Rates by Notice.
8. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of

this Order-
(i) where in any notice in writing to any

person in pursuance of this paragraph
a maximum price is fixed in rela-
tion to the sale of cement tiles,
cement ridgecaps, cement shell ends
and cement apex pieces; or
a maximum rate is fixed for the
service of supplying cement tiles,
cement ridgecaps, cement shell ends
and cement apex pieces, and from
such cement tiles, cement ridgecaps,
cement shell ends and cement apex
pieces, the fixing or construction of
a roof for any building; or
a maximum rate is fixed for the ser-
vice of fixing or constructing a roof
for any building from cement tiles,
cement ridgecaps, cement shell ends
and cement apex pieces which are
not supplied by that person;

I declare the maximum price at which such goods
may be sold, or the maximum rate at which such
service may be supplied, to be such price or rate
as is fixed by the Commissioner by notice in writing
to that person;

(ii) where any notice in writing fixing a maxi-
mum price or rate, for any of the goods
or services covered by this Order was given
in pursuance of any Order which was by
virtue of the Prices Control Act, 1948-
1951, in force immediately prior to the
commencement of this Order, that notice
in writing, shall be deemed to have been
given under this Order and shall continue
in full force and effect.

The First Schedule.

First Column.

Red or Black

Orange or Yellow ........
Colours other than the above

Red or BlackGreen ................
Blue
Orange or Yellow
Colours other than the above

Red or Black

Green ........
Blue
Orange or Yellow
Colours other than the above

Second Column.
Third

Column
Maximum

Prices.

Dated at Perth this 21st day of April, 1952.
C. P. MATHEA,

Prices Cnotrol Commissioner.

PRICES CONTROL ACT, 1948-1951.
Prices Control Order No. 686.

Tiles

Ridgecaps

Shell Ends and/or
Apex Pieces

£ S. d.
per 100.
3 10 0
4 17 6426
8 10 0
8 10 0

Per foot.
s. d.1416151514
Each.27
2 1020
2 027
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The Second Schedule.

First Column.

Colours of Cement Tiles, Cement Ridgecaps,
Cement Shell Ends and Cement Apex Pieces.

Second Column.

Iraximum Rate per
100 Square Feet of

Roof.

£ s. d.

Dated at Perth this 23rd day of April, 1952.
C. P. MATHEA,

Prices Control Commissioner.
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Red, Black, or Red with Black 750
Green 016Blue............................ 826Orange or Yellow .................... 740
Other Colours or Mixtures of the above colours 740




